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ABSTRACT

The Monte-Carlo method has 'been used t o s imula te the growth of

I.he 1'i'C ( i l l ) c r y s t a l su r f ace , on which i s p resen ted the outcrop of a

HtafkiriR f a u l t . The comparison of t he growth r a t e s has been made "between

the ;<Lneking fau l t con ta in ing surface and t h e pe r fec t su r f ace . The

succunr.jve growth s tages have been s imulated. I t i s concluded t h a t t he

outcrop of stacking fault on the crystal surface can act as a self-
perpotii-it. i !!£_=: s tep generat ing source.
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';'[> tn- submitted for publication.

1. INTRODUCTION

rm-iRi-ni -er.L; : I n s t i t u t e of Solid S ta te Phys ics , Nanjing Univers i ty ,
"inrij : ii;'. People ' s Republic of China.

The growth rate of a crystal depends strongly on the

atomic structure of the crystal surfaces. On the atomically

smooth surface, the growth rate is normally very low at low

supersaturations,owing to the large barriers for two

dimensional nucleation.When there are screw dislocations

present on the surface, the crystal can grow more

rapidly, since the outcrops of the screw dislocations

provide the unexhausted sources of steps. So,the crystals

with screw dislocations outcropped on their surfaces can

grow more easily than perfect crystals at low

supersaturations. Recently, some experiments are reported

to support that stacking faults can also act as step

generating sources(1-4).Bauser et al (5,2) proposed a step

generation mechanism of the stacking faults based on a block

model of a simple cubic crystal. However,since no stacking

faults can exist in simple cubic crystals,their model can

not give appropriate informations on the step generating

mechanism of stacking faults.More recently , Ming et

al(6)proposed a model based on the structure of the fee

crystals,because many fee crystals contain stacking faults .

After analysing the atomic configurations around the

emergence of stacking faults and the related growth

kinetics, they demonstrate that the stacking faults can act

as self-perpetuating step sources.But in their analyses, the

shape of the nucleus along the stacking fault is simply

assumed to be equilateral triangle by considering the

anisotropy of the edge energy of the aggregate, No

fluctuation is allowed along the edges of the aggregate .This

is clearly not the case in reality. There will be kinks

present p.lor.f, the edges, and the fluctuation will deviate

the shape of the nucleus from equilateral triangle form.
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The Monte-Carlo simulation needs no special restriction to

the shape of the nucleus formed along the stacking

faults.It's expected that the Monte-Carlo simulation

approach will give a more realistic solution to this

problem.

In this paper,we present the Monte-Carlo simulation

results of the growth kinetics of the crystal containing a

stacking fault,based on the structure model of fee crystal.

The arrangement of this report is as follows.Section 2 gives

a brief description of the model used and the simulation

procedures. Section 3 contains a comparison of the

Monte-Carlo results of the growth rates of crystal with

stacking fault to those of perfect crystal-Section 4

presents the shape of the two dimensional nucleus along the

stacking fault. Section 5 shows the successive growth

stages of the crystal, and how the hillock forms.

;;. SIMULATION MODEL

Our simulation is on the fee(111) surface. Since

the fault plane in fee crystals are {111} and fault vectors

are 1/6 <112> and 1/3 <111>. On the (111) crystal surface,

there are three possible stacking faults intersect with

(111) surface at 70.53 whose fault planes are (111),(111)and

(111) respectively. For simplicity, we only consider the

stacking fault of fault plane (111) . The fault vector is

1/6 1112] and the height of the sub-step is l/3d(lll)-d(lll)

is the thickness of an elementary growth layer on the

fee(111) surface. By using a ball model, Ming et al(6)

demonstrated that an adsorbed atom at the site of the

sub-step has 4 nearest neighbors, while an atom adsorbed at

a formal site on a perfect surface has only 3 nearest

neighbors. So the potential energy of an atom at the sites
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of the sub-step is lower than that of the sites on the

perfect part of the surface and the difference of the two

potential energies is 0, the energy of one interatomic

bond. It follows that the sub-step could become a

preferential source for the growth-steps.

The simulation procedure is very similar to that of

the previous Monte-carlo simulations. The solid-on-solid

(SOS) condition is employed. The growth of the crystal is

simulated only by two basic processes, solidification and

evaporation. The surface diffusion process is neglected.

The transition probability of solidification P for a

supersaturation system is

P - V /kt) (1)

where v is the frequency factor, T the absorption

temperature and k the Boltzmann's constant. A/A is the

chemical potential difference between the vapor and solid

phase of a supersaturation system. it's clear that P is

independent of site. The evaporation transition probability

P, can be written as
i

Vexp[(6-i) /kt) (2)

where i is the number of the nearest neighbors. From

equation(l) and (2), it's followed that with A^4 =0, P = p^,

i.e. the solidification probability is equal to the

evaporation probability at the kink site, as required by the

equilibrium condition.

Because the stacking fault is not perpendicular to

the fee (111) surface, the outcrop of the fault will move

along the crystal surface during the growth process.This

situation adds some difficulties to our simulation.To deal
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with this problem,we first map the fco(lll) surface onto a

square lattice in the computer memory, by putting the X axis

along [101] direction and Y axis along [Oil] direction.

Then let the simulated growth direction be along <101>

direction, which is parallel to that of the Btacking fault

of fault vector 1/6[112]. It's followed straightforwardly

that the outcrop will keep still during the simulated growth

process, which made the simulation easy.

i. THE MOMTE-CAEL0 SIMULATION OF THE GROWTH RATES

At low superaaturations , a perfect crystal cannot

grow , owing to the large barrier for the two dimensional

nucleation. The sub-step caused by the stacking fault gives

favorable positions for the nucleation to take place.

Fig.(l) shows the relationship between the dimensionless

growth rates V and the supersaturation AJW./kT, for the

typical value of 0AT-4. Fig.(l) shows that the growth

rates are almost zero for a perfect surface at the

supersaturations less than i, while grows the crystal

containing a stacking fault when the supersaturation exceeds

3.3. According to Ong et al's method (7), the average edge

energy required to form a critical nucleus is measured to be

equivalent to A// /kT-5.10 for a perfect surface, while to

A/l//kT=<). 30 for a surface with a stacking fault. So the

nucleation barrier at the sub-step is smaller than that of

the normal sites on the perfect surface. The crystal with

stacking fault can grow before the conventional nucleation

takes place. At large aupersaturations,the difference

between the two cases is decreased. This means that the

importance of the stacking fault is decreased,because it is

easier for the conventional nucleation to take place at

large supersaturations than at low supersaturations.
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h. THE SHAPE OF THE NUCLEUS

Since there will be 4 nearest neighbors if an atom

is adsorbed at the site along the sub-step caused by the

stacking fault, whereas only 3 nearest ones at a normal

sites on the surface. It's easier for atoms to be adsorbed

along the sub-step. So the atoms will at first adsorbed

along the sub -step, and as long as one row of atoms is

formed, the newly formed full step will proceed along the

crystal surface without energy barrier. No conventional

nucleation is needed. Fig. (2) is one case of nucleus formed

along the sub-step. In this figure, it's shown that the

nucleus is prolonged along the sub-step. Two of the edges

of the nucleus is almost parallel to the direction of the

sub-step. This is the result of the easiness for the atoms

to adsorb along the sub-step.

5, THE GROWTH STAGES

Fig. (3) shows the successive growth stages of the

crystal at constant temperature and supersaturation. In

Fig. (3.1),one nucleus of 8 atoms is found to form only ai

the right side of line PP',the outcrop of the stacking

fault.No atoms adsorb at the left side of PP' . This is

owing to the fact that when a stacking fault outcrops at the

crystal surface along PP',the left side of PP' will be

l/3d(lll) higher than the right side. So an isolated atom

will have 4 nearest neighbors if it adsorbs at the right

side of PP', while only 3 atoms at the left side. The right

side becomes the preferential positions for the nucleation

to take place. As long as there is new row of atoms formed

along the right side of PP', the newly formed row of atoms

will also create a new sub-step at the left side of PP'. So
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the left side of PP' also becomes preferential far the

p.ucleation. The nucleus in Fig.(3.1} will proceed in both

sides of PP', as shown in Fig. (3.2) .

When a row of atoms is formed along the left side of

PP', it will again create a new sub-step at the right side

of PP' . So the above process repeats,The nuclei emerge

repeatly at the stacking fault PP'. The stacking fault

becomes a step-generating source. Fig. (3.3) to Fig. (3.5)

show this process. Under the given growth condition, no

conventional two-dimensional nucleations, except for one

isolated atom , are found in Fig. (3) . So it shows that the

stacking fault becomes active for generating steps before

the conventional two-dimensional nucleation takes place.

6. CONCLUSIONS

It has been demonstrated that the £cc(111) surface

can grow at low supersaturations before the conventional two

dimensional nucleation takes place, when the stacking fault

of fault plane (111) intersects with the fcc(lll) surface.

So, the outcrop of the stacking fault can act as a self-

perpetuating step source.
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FIGURE CAPTIONS

Fig.l The relationship between supersaturation

t and the dimenaionless growth rate of FCC (111)

crystal surface with stacking fault (solid line) and without

stacking fault (dashed line).

Pig.2 The shape of the nucleus along the outcrop of

the stacking fault.

Fig.3 The successive growth stages of the FCC(111)

crystal surface at constant temperature and supersaturation.

Line PP' in fig.3.1 is the outcrop of the stacking fault.

The simulation time are 10^ , 2X10V 3X10, 5X10'and 10 ,

respectively , in fig.3.1 to fig.3.5.
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Fig.3.3
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Fig.3.U
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Fig.3.5
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